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Sunday, October 4: WORLD COMMUNION SUNDAY, WE RECEIVE THE
WORLD MISSION OFFERING: 10:00 am Worship & Communion for all & Sunday
School; 11:15 am: Fellowship; 11:45 am: Adult Education, 12:00 noon: Karen
Worship, Burmese Worship.
Sunday, October 11: 10:00 am Worship for all & Sunday School 11:15 am:
Fellowship; 11:45 am: Adult Education; 12:00 noon: Karen Worship, Burmese
Worship.
Sunday, October 18: 10:00 am Worship for all & Sunday School; 11:15 am:
Fellowship; 11:45 am: Adult Education; 12:00 noon: Karen Worship, Burmese
Worship.
Sunday, October 25: 10:00 am Worship for all, Sunday School, &
Congregational Meeting; 11:15 am: Fellowship; 11:45 am: Adult Education; 12:00
pm: Karen Worship, Burmese Worship.

Sunday, October 4: Worship Reflections - a forum to share our experiences of
worship in the past months and to seek creative ideas together, led by Pastor Michael.
Sunday, October 11: Bible Study based on the lectionary readings, led by Debbie
Bennett Reynolds.
Supper & Something - Wednesday, October 14, 6 – 7:30 p.m.
Join us for a time of shared fellowship and spiritual growth! We will gather at 6:00
p.m. for a simple supper, followed by a time of sharing. Our topic will be “Glimpses
of God; Where Are We Seeing God’s Spirit In Our Lives and In Our World?” Please
bring a salad or pot of soup to share. Bread and drinks will be provided. Sign up with
Debbie Bennett Reynolds if you know what you are bringing or want suggestions!
Sunday, October 18: Interfaith Children’s Agenda 2015: working together to help
children.
Sunday, October 25: Worship planned to include Congregational meeting to vote
on proposed By-Laws Revisions. No Adult Education.

YOUR PASTOR’S ARTICLE
Sabbath – Who’d Have Guessed?
In the book of Genesis, after all of the acts of creation, God rested. The notion of
Sabbath rest is firmly embedded in Scripture, and yet for many, clergy included, we
find it very difficult to take that important pause to truly rest. I know I do … I mean, I
know I did.
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One of my goals for the 2014-2015 church year was to explore the topic of Sabbath. By way of total transparency, I have
never been very good with rest. I come from a long line of workaholics who work 7 days a week, putting in long hours,
skipping weekends and vacations. It was something I saw growing up and it was something that I have carried into the first
10 or so years of my pastoral ministry.
Time and time again I have been told that this isn’t healthy and that something has to change. Clergy mentors and colleagues
have claimed that this pattern of work and no rest is not good for me, my family, or my church. And yet, even with all these
unified voices urging change, I have never been able to accomplish what I know cognitively to be true. Sabbath is important.
I have struggled with Sabbath because I truly did not understand Sabbath. I looked at it as a day off where I wasn’t producing,
wasn’t doing, wasn’t accomplishing anything tangible, and therefore I saw it as a failure. And so I set out this year to explore
Sabbath both in theory and practice.
I began the fall of 2014 looking at Scripture. I did a study of the template for Sabbath in Genesis 2, pulling together and
digesting research and writings on Sabbath. In time I came to understand Sabbath not as a time of not accomplishing, but
as a time of accomplishing something new … rest and renewal.
As a minister the typical framework for Sabbath is one day off each week (often Friday or Monday). I struggled with this
notion of Sabbath because the whole idea of a set day off often conflicted with the needs of ministry (especially committees
and other commitments that meet on Monday or Friday). In the past, even though my “set” day off was Friday, I would
have a meeting for a community group on Friday, and by the time I prepared for it and went to it, I would often feel as if I
failed at Sabbath, and that it was a lost cause, and so I would work the rest of the day. I also had issues with time. If I took
a day off (theoretically 8 hours) I would often add those 8 hours to my other days so that I could feel like I wasn’t wasting
time.
I knew that one day off might not work for me, and the research and writings I explored helped inform me that perhaps
Sabbath rest could happen in a different way. I then attempted to put into practice some of those ways to see what worked
best for me.
First, I tried the typical route by taking Friday off and forcing myself not to work. I found that the stress I felt trying to avoid
work actually was more challenging than actually being at work. This does not work for me.
Second, I tried taking another day off. I found that LABC is such an active church and that many things happen on Sunday’s
that demand immediate follow-up. Taking Monday off was not good for me because I felt disconnected from the ministry
when I arrived on Tuesday. Also, we have most of our committee meetings and my community responsibilities on Monday
evenings so even if I wasn’t there on Monday I was often coming in at night and feeling unprepared.
Third, I tried using a block approach. Over the course of the week I would divide the days into three blocks (morning,
afternoon, and evening). I ensured that I took at least 3-5 blocks off a week even though they were often not in the same
day). This worked! I found that I could take a morning off here and an afternoon off there and was able to disconnect.
Eureka!
Fourth, within this block framework I had to find out what practices worked best. I tried getting out into nature, lingering
around my home, or going out with others. I found the most valuable for me was not sitting around but doing things, whether
it be taking care of my home or traveling to Canada to see my son, or spending time with my significant other. I found that
as I engaged in these times of leisure I was able to truly disconnect from the demands of ministry.
Finally, I did something I have not done before on my most recent vacation. I disconnected from technology (and you all
helped me do it). I kept my phone on but turned off my internet. I didn’t check e-mail or Facebook for two weeks (and still
haven’t gone back on Facebook). Because we use technology so much for communication if I am online I am always seeing
people in church dealing with the realities of life. It is hard not to insert myself into the midst of those challenges etc. when
I know of them. I have shifted to allow you to invite me into your lives when you need it. I still check email now, but am
more selective in how I respond and in what time.
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Overall, I’ve discovered the need for Sabbath, for me, my family, and the church. I am better when I am rested and able to
focus more acutely on the challenges and opportunities of ministry.
I still struggle with my own desire to work and produce. I struggle with that part of me that says I need to be connected at
all times. However, those are my issues and cannot be easily replaced in one year. They can, however, be tempered as I
remind myself of the value of Sabbath.
My encouragement to you is that hard work is necessary. So too is Sabbath. If I can learn that, so too can you. May you
discover in your own lives what works for you so that you may follow God’s example and after days of effort … find rest.

CONGREGATION TO VOTE ON NEW BYLAWS
As your Moderator, over the past year or so, I have had the privilege of helping to guide a process to revise our church ByLaws. The result is a new set of church rules (By-Laws) for us to live by. Your church Council (the Vision Coordinating
Council) felt that our congregation had changed greatly since the last time we revised our rules in 2009. Those 2009 ByLaws were out of date and did not reflect the new life that we are now living.
After countless hours of prayer, discussion, debate, reflection and writing, we are now ready to present the new By-Laws
to the congregation for approval. To that end, we will hold a congregational meeting on Sunday, October 27 as part of our
worship service. (Copies of the proposed By-Laws will be available at the Welcome Center throughout October.)
Please read the proposed By-Laws. If you have any questions, please speak with me, Pastor Michael or any member of the
Church Council. Then, I hope you will be present on Sunday, October 27 to vote to approve the new By-Laws.
Tom Argust, Moderator

for flying. Please dress appropriately for the day and,
of course, costumes are encouraged! There will be
treats available and a prize for the most creatively
dressed. So, plan to come……………

Church Clean-Up Day

………………………………...if

Mark your calendars for 9:00 am Saturday
morning, October 31st as we dare to tackle the
frightening cleaning jobs at the church! We will
be immersed in the horrors of cleaning the church
windows, with cauldrons of water and vinegar. We
will attack the ghoulishly overgrown and weed
filled gardens and put them out of their misery for
the winter. Crews of the fearful will be conscripted
to organize the monstrously disorganized storage
room at the back of the social hall. The dinosaurs
and other items in the playground will be cleaned
of crow droppings and put away for the long dark
dismal winter. Cleaning supplies and brooms will
be available at the church but are not to be used

you dare!

KITCHEN CLEAN-UP
The Nurture & Care Committee needs your help to clean and
organize our kitchen. We use our kitchen for Sunday
morning fellowship times, weddings, special meals, and this
fall a Food Link cooking class. Come join in to get things
cleaned up and re-organized for the next round of food
events!
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SOME ANNOUNCEMENTS IN BURMESE

and fellowship. Sincerely, Jay B. Piper, Principal of the
Children’s School of Rochester, No. 15.
●CRCDS Professor Jin Young Choi hosted several LABC
members at the seminary in September. She explained the
school's history, conducted a tour of the chapel where she
played the chimes for us and pointed out the stained glass
window of missionary Judson at that back of the chapel.
Then Hka Din Lee, Paw Ne, Shee Moo, Dorothy
Jimmy, Ja Seng Ing and Carolyn Argust met with Professor
Choi and her New Testament students. Each participant
shared where they were from and what experiences they had
with their faith. Professor Choi's students are involved in a
variety of ministries in Rochester and were very interested
in learning about Burma, the refugee camps and individual's
journeys to America. The almost 2 hour session ended with
hugs and a group photo.

OUR CHURCH FAMILY
●In Memoriam: We remember long time member Bessie
Giambra who passed away on the morning of September
22 at St. Ann’s Community. Please keep her family in
your prayers.
●We keep in our healing prayers Edith Abell who is
currently in Unity Parkridge Hospital recovering from a
recent illness.
●Please keep in your healing prayers Barbara Alston who
is at home recuperating from recent surgery.
●We extend our condolences to Bernadine & Craig
Muckle and Bernadine’s family as they mourn the death
of Bernadine’s step-father on Monday, September 28th.

FOR KIDS! (& Adults)

●Marian Coger recently asked
members and friends of LABC to
contribute used prescription glasses
for a Nicaragua mission trip. Your
response was awesome. Marian has
now collected as many glasses as can be safely
transported, so no more are needed. Thank you so much
for your generous help!

A Halloween Party will be held on Friday, October 30th
from 6:30 – 8:00 p.m. Come one, come all! This is a
great chance for us to have fun together! We will have
costumes and face paint/make up for kids to dress up.
We will serve some “real” food, play games, do crafts,
and fill them up with a bag of treats to take home. Come
join in the fun! Sign up with Pastor Debbie if you are
an adult or older youth who is willing to come help.
Parents, bring your children and stay for the fun if you
can . . . or sign up if you need children picked up in the
church van.

●Dear Members of the Lake Avenue
Baptist Church, Thank you for the
beautiful sunflowers you sent to our
school community. They adorn our counter in the main
office for all to enjoy. Thank you for your years of support
4

COOKING
MATTERS!
Those who are particularly
interested in food and cooking are
our Burmese friends who are
participating in a six week program called “Cooking
Matters for Adults” held at Lake Avenue Baptist Church.
The classes began in September and will end on October
6. Approximately 12 women from the day time tutoring
classes at the Maplewood Library have been learning how
to make wise choices for healthy, economical eating.
Each week Foodlink presents a 3 hour class which
emphasizes healthy eating, meal planning and budgeting
for food. The class is a combination of learning new
information and preparing and cooking food. Perhaps
best of all is that the food prepared is eaten at the end of
class. To encourage students to use this new knowledge,
they are given a bag containing the ingredients used in the
food projects for the day. In addition, children who attend
with their moms are provided with child care - to play
outside, have a snack and then eat lunch with mom.

NEWS FROM OUR LARGER COMMUNITY
●The Colgate Rochester Crozer Divinity School
(CRCDS) invites you to attend their fall lecture series
beginning on Monday, October 5 at 9:00 am. The first
lecture, “Veterans, Moral Injury and Soul Repair” will be
presented b y Rita N. Brock, Ph. D. & co-director of the Soul
Repair Center at Brite Divinity School. At 4:00 pm join us
for the Afican American Legacy Chapel Service with guest
preacher Garth Kasimu Baker-Fletcher, Ph. D., Liberation
Theologian, ethicist, and disability theorist. At 7:00 pm the
African American Legacy Lecture “Challenging
Disabilities: Theories, Themes and Trials” will be presented
Garth Kasimu Baker-Fletcher.

It should be noted that the AB Women’s Society
contributed $250.00 to have this course and Mission
Ministry matched that donation. Following are
pictures of some of the Foodlink students enjoying
what they made.

Tuesday, October 6th: 9:00 am – 12 noon: African
American Legacy Workshop “Disabilities and Spirituality”
presented by Garth Kasim Baker –Fletcher.
7:00 pm: Christian Faith and LGBT Experience Lecture
presented by Chris Hilderbrant, Chief Operating Officer;
Finger Lakes Health Systems Agencies and Gregory Gerard,
member of the Gay Alliance Speaker’s Bureau. This lecture
will be held at Asbury First United Methodist Church,
1050 East Ave.
Wednesday, October 7th: 8:00 am – 12 noon: Janice Lynn
Cohen Symosium: “What Happened to You, Toxic Stress in
Children and Youth”. This lecture will be given by Michael
A Scharf, M. D. Associate Professor, University of Rochester
Medical Center School of Medicine and Tim Weider, MSW,
M.Div. Faculty in Graduate Education and Sociology at
Nazareth College and Sociology at MCC City Campus;
Facilitator Neighborhood Consortium Safety Net program.
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Developing Empathy – How
Crossing One Border Was
Just The Beginning

This Symposium will be held at U of R Medical Center
Class of 1962 Auditorium, 601 Elmwood Ave.
7:00 pm: The Gene Bartlett Lecture: “We Lived by Not
Noticing: Re-Imaging the Text in a Disabled Culture”
presented by Gail Ricciuti, D. D., Associate Professor of
Homiletics, at CRCDS.

by Rev. Michael Ford
The following is an article that I wrote
for the Baptist Peace Fellowship of North America (BPFNA)
that I would like to share with you. It was published in their
newsletter on August 10, 2015 as part of their series, The
Borders I Cross. This series focuses on the many borders
crossed for peacemaking, both physical borders as well as
language, culture, race, religion, nationality, generation,
class and sexual orientation.

Thursday, October 8: 10:30 am: Gene Bartlett Chapel
Service with Gail Ricciuti preaching. 1:30 pm: The Gene
Bartlett Lecture: “Knapsack Artistry and The Accessible
Text”, Gail Ricciuti lecturer.
All lectures and forums are FREE but registration is
required. Register online at www.crcds.edu/fall-lectureseries/
Lunches may be purchased for $14.00.
Reservations for meals are required by September 30.

“I know how you feel” is one of the most dangerous
phrases any one person can say to another. In few
instances do we ever truly know how another person
feels. We may know how we have felt or how we
suspect we would feel in a similar situation, but we
seldom fully know how another person feels.

●Witness to Palestine Film Series continues on the
following days, times and at the following venues:
Sunday, October 4 the movie Where Should the Birds
Fly will be presented at the Little Theater at 2:00 pm.
The film centers on life in Gaza as seen through the eyes
of two young women. A discussion will follow.

I have the privilege of serving as Senior Pastor of Lake
Avenue Baptist Church (LABC) in Rochester, New
York. In recent years LABC has seen an incredible
influx of refugees from Burma. Currently they make up
over half of our congregation. They have revitalized our
congregation, and we are excited to serve God and the
community together. As I have come to know our
friends from Burma I have heard incredible stories of
joy and pain, challenge and perseverance, as they have
made the transitions from home in Burma to refugee
camps to a new country in the United States. I know,
having heard these stories, that I would never be so
clueless as to say “I know what you feel,” because I
most certainly do not know how these things feel. I do,
however, share one thing in common with our new
friends from Burma … I too am new to the United
States. I too have come from one place to settle here. I
too have crossed a border to my new homeland.

On Monday, October 5 the film Al Helm: Martin
Luther King in Palestine will be presented at 6:45
pm at the Little Theater. The film captures the
growing non-violent movement of young people in
Palestine and brings a fresh perspective for
understanding the realities of Palestinian life under
occupation. A panel discussion will follow.
On Wednesday, October 7 at 7:00 pm the film The
Road to Silverstone will be presented at St. John
Fisher College. The Road to Silverstone tells the true
story of a group of young Palestine refugees who
succeeded in building a Formula 1 racing car, the first
ever such car built in Gaza, and in bringing it to compete
at the international Formular Student competition at
Britain’s famous Silverstone track.

I hail from Canada. I made the move to the United States
in 2012. From then to now I have collected a few
observations about crossing a border to my new
homeland. These observations have helped me develop
a shared kinship with our Burmese friends.

All films are free and open to the public.
On Friday, October 9 there will be a Celebration of
Palestine at Asbury First United Methodist Church
beginning at 5:30 pm. Tickets for this event are $10.00
per person. Come and experience the Palestinian culture
through food, dance, & music. If you plan to attend please
send an email to lincoln.spaulding@yahoo.com to let him
know how many will be coming.

First, there is a lot of paperwork. To cross borders it
takes a lot of paper. I had the privilege of having my
paperwork largely completed by a brilliant law firm.
However, I needed to provide a lot of information,
which I had readily available and if I did not, I could get
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it quite quickly (i.e. birth certificates, passports,
copies of degrees, statements of residence).

Our Burmese friends arrive in the United States and are
provided with Medicaid. However, they must then find
doctors, learn how to locate the doctors and do so using
public transportation (many do not have the ability to
drive and in some cases have never been in a car until
they arrived at the airport in the US). They must then
learn how to communicate their concerns in English or
through a translator at the doctor’s office. Then they
must learn about taking medications and refilling
prescriptions. It is quite the system. New and
challenging. Perspective.

Our Burmese friends have much of their information
completed by the UNHCR (United Nations High
Commission on Refugees). The difference is that
many of our Burmese friends completed their
paperwork without information that we take for
granted. You don’t have paperwork if you’ve fled
your home as your village was burned by
approaching armies. You don’t have a birth
certificate when your children were born while on the
run, fearing for your life and pursuing a peaceful
place to reside. Perspective.

I have crossed a border to the United States. Our friends
from Burma have crossed many borders to get here. I
have faced some challenges. The difference is that I am
a highly educated, English speaking, Westerner coming
from a country that despite its differences still is similar
enough for me to navigate the system. Our Burmese
friends have different challenges. I would never say “I
know how you feel” to our Burmese friends. I do not. I
may say “I understand that you have faced many many
challenges.” I will never say “I know how you feel.”

Second, the United States is very different. Although
we share a border, and are considered two of the most
developed countries in the west, Canada and the
United States are very different. When I moved to the
United States I tried to set up my bank account. I
learned that the US uses checks. They are seldom
used in Canada where all the banking is electronic. I
tried to get a credit check to find a place to live and
learned that while Canada accepts American credit
histories the US does not accept Canadian ones. I was
starting all over again in the credit department.
Finally I had to learn to differentiate between bills
(yes, Canadian money is multiple colors but at least
it’s easier not to give the grocery store the wrong
amount).

The point of this all is that borders can be difficult. The
United States is often seen as the land of milk and honey
by those who have called it home for many years. It may
be seen the same way by those who wish to call it home.
We need to keep in mind that it is challenging to
establish one’s life in a new country, and perhaps even
more challenging by those who come from certain
places throughout the world. I pray that you will all find
ways to equip, encourage, and empower all of those
crossing borders. Lake Avenue Baptist Church has
become all the richer because of our new friends. Our
community, and yours, can and will be made better by
your welcome of them too.

Our Burmese friends have kept money in their
homes, if they had money. They have little faith in a
system of banks because in their home; if there were
places to keep money they were not to be trusted. By
keeping money on their persons they could be robbed
and all of their financial worth taken. Add to that the
language of banking is complicated even for English
speakers. When someone is learning English and
expected to try to bank in that system it’s a challenge.
Perspective.

LEBANESE SOCIETY FOR
EDUCATIONAL & SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

Finally, healthcare. I come from a country with a
“free” healthcare system (it means higher taxes so
not technically “free”). I arrived in the United States
and had my insurance coverage set up for me. That
being said, I had to find a doctor, locate the doctor,
learn about co-pays, and try to navigate a system
when a medication I had been on in Canada was
declined in the US because it was “too costly” for the
insurance company.

Greetings! In view of the recent refugee crisis in Europe,
LSESD's Executive Director Nabil Costa sent the enclosed
message From the Church in Lebanon to the Church in
Europe, and which we in turn share with you for your prayer
support. Thank you.
The article was first published by Ethics Daily on September
17th, 2015
LSESD: To serve the church in Lebanon and the Arab World
through spiritual, social and educational development.
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offering food and other assistance. The dignity and the rights of each one
were being respected regardless of their origin.

From the Church in Lebanon
to the Church in Europe
By Nabil Costa, LSESD’s Executive Director

The response of Germany and a few other countries to the refugee crisis
is a good lesson for the rest of Europe. Their welcoming spirit
and respect for the dignity of a human being is something the Syrians and
the Iraqis have not known in their own countries. I shared in a Sunday
worship service, spoke to refugees, and spoke to many Germans, never
did I hear anyone saying “we don’t want them, they are terrorists, let them
go to their countries”. I was touched to see the effect of Christian values
among Germans even though many do not go to churches any more.

I am sure that when historians look back on 2015 it will be remembered as the year the impact of the war in Syria was finally felt in
Europe. There have been refugees trying to cross the Mediterranean
for a while, but never in such huge numbers. Europeans are now
starting to meet the hundreds of thousands of victims of horrific conflict
in Syria and Iraq on their terrain. The worst humanitarian crisis since
the Second World War has a human face and it is either in your country
or heading towards it. Refugees are in the midst of Europe.

In Europe your compassion and commitment to human rights is
exemplary. When refugees arrive, they get royal treatment. It’s so sad to
see and say that Middle Eastern countries and North African countries
didn’t extend any invitation for any refugees to come and stay. By the same
token refugees do not want to go to any country in their region.

That is scary. I can understand the fear that many in Europe have of
not being able to cope with the influx of refugees you are receiving.
Will they change your way of life, will they change your culture, take
your homes, your jobs or your benefits? What if some refugees are not
refugees at all, what if they are economic migrants, or even worse
possibly terrorists? Many wonder if generosity could compromise
national security. Could religious freedom also be at risk?

Christian values can bring long-term peace
The refugees are in desperate need and are flocking to countries built upon
the traditional Christian values. Here I see the challenge for European
Christians. How will you respond? Is Christ for Christians only? Some may
say, “We have enough problems of our own and we need to put our country
and its people first”. You may be a good citizen arguing that, but as
Christians we cannot say this as we turn our backs against our beliefs and
our Bible. We need a new vision to love the refugees, we need to help
them.

I understand these concerns because in my home country of Lebanon
we have faced all of these fears already and we are still struggling with
these questions. For four years we have lived through these
experiences. A quarter of our population now are Syrian refugees. We
are struggling with the challenges of making sure they get food,
accommodation and schooling. There have been security challenges
with Islamic fundamentalists trying to get a foothold in the north of
Lebanon. The United Nations has been a great help but with dwindling
funds they can only support the extremely vulnerable.

If we are really Christians, now is the time to apply our practical
Christianity. We need to show Christ is for all and our religion is to share
the love of God, feed the poor and extend a hand to the hurting whether
they are Syrians, Iraqis, German, French or Serbs. Fanaticism, hatred and
killing are not our way of life.

At first, the Christians in Lebanon were afraid of helping the fleeing
Syrians. The study of the history between Lebanon and Syria, will give
an understanding of our initial animosity towards them. We were afraid
of helping Muslims.

I am not saying it will be easy. There will be a lot of political attacks for
doing so. We in the Middle East have a completely different upbringing
from Europeans. Some of us have been brought up to hate the West and
Western traditions. It will require education and patience on all sides to
enable Muslims, Christians and those of other faiths, or of no faith, to live
together. As Christians, you may face hostility, but Jesus had a very
compassionate heart for the poor when he was on earth and now is the
time to show your compassionate heart.

We soon realized that most of the refugees are innocent people who
were living in peace and they have nothing to do with all this war. In
the Middle East, we are a people who have had to pay a high price for
the battles of our rulers. They fight and the people pay the bill. As
Christians we couldn’t look the other way while they suffered. We
couldn’t follow Jesus and ignore the plight of these desperate
refugees.

Showing compassion does not mean comprising your values or traditions.
You need to keep your values, your laws, your traditional beliefs and your
cultural systems. The refugees that arrive should respect your values, not
changing you to their ways, as they are receiving your help. If they don’t
like and appreciate their new homes they are always free to return to their
old ones.

So we have overcome our fears and shared the love of Christ through
practical action like providing food, bedding, heaters and schooling for
young children. It has not been easy, but through it God has broken
down barriers between communities and encouraged both Christians
and Muslims to see each other in a more compassionate light. We
have not watered down who we are or what we believe. On the
contrary, we are standing up for the values that Jesus taught us in the
parable of the Good Samaritan. It has been a challenge, but also a
huge blessing.

If refugees end up staying in Europe, I hope within 10 or 20 years a new
generation will be born on the continent that will embrace a peaceful
culture. A culture that will not be one of revenge and hate, but one that
enables them to live peacefully with all faiths. How Europe and the Church
respond to the refugee crisis will not only have an impact today, but also
on the future of Muslims in Europe and on those living in the Middle East
in the coming decades. It is time for the Church in Europe to be visionary,
to stand up for what Christ has taught us and to show his love to all that
need it.

Treating refugees with dignity
Last week, while in Germany on a family visit, I unexpectedly had a
chance to meet some Syrian refugees that are working near
Dortmund. They are sending money home to their loved ones in
Lebanon, Jordan and Turkey. They told me about the difficult journeys
they had made to get there and some of the poor and inhumane
treatment they had received along the way. What impressed me was
the warmth and support they were getting from Germans in the village
where they were living. Many had opened their homes and were

To those Christians in Europe already engaged in helping refugees: thank
you. To the rest I urge you: don’t walk by on the other side and ignore the
plight of these people. Be the Good Samaritan they need. It will be a
challenge but it will also be a blessing.
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2015
Sun.

Mon.

ABBREVIATIONS:
SH: Social Hall

Tue.

Wed.

.

Conf. Rm: Conference Room
Sanc. Sanctuary
ABW: American Baptist Women
.

4

Thu.

Fri.

Sat.

1

11:30 English
Tutoring,
Maplewood Library;
1:00 pm: Refugee
Outreach, Mary’s
Place

2

3

WORLD COMMUNION
SUNDAY & WORLD MISSION
OFFERING COLLECTED
10:00 am: Worship & Communion
for all; Sunday School Classes;
11:15: Fellowship; 11:45 am: Adult
Ed. Conf. Rm.; 12:00: Burmese
Worship and Karen Worship

5

1:00 pm: Refugee
Outreach, Mary’s Place,
4:30 Tutoring, SH

6

12:00 pm: Staff Mtg. Conf.
Rm. 10:30 Foodlink Class,
Church Kitchen. 11:30 am:
English Tutoring, Maplewood
Library; 1:00 pm: Refugee
Outreach, Mary’s Place; 7:00
pm: Vision AA, SH; Gospel
Spirits Rehearsal, Sanc

7 11:30 English Tutoring

8

11:30 English
Tutoring Maplewood
Library; 1:00 pm:
Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place

9

10

Maplewood Library; 1:00
pm: Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place 7:30 pm:
Chancel Choir Sanc.

11 10:00 am:

Worship for all;
Sunday School for children &
youth. . 11:15: Fellowship; 11:45:
Adult Education, Conf. Rm. 12:00:
Burmese Worship and Karen
Worship

12

13

11:30 am: English
Tutoring, Maplewood Library;
1:00 pm: Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place; 7:00 pm: Vision
AA, SH; Gospel Spirits
Rehearsal, Sanc

14

10:30 am: Staff
Meeting; 11:30 English
Tutoring Maplewood Library;
1:00 pm: Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place; 6:00 pm:
Supper & Something, SH
7:30 pm: Chancel Choir

15 11:30 English

16 Karen

17

Tutoring Maplewood
Library; 1:00 pm:
Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place
6:00 pm: Karen
Northeast Meeting
begins in SH

Karen Meeting
continues, SH
and Sanctuary

18

10:00 am: Worship for all &
Sunday School. 11:15: Fellowship;
11:45: Adult Education, Conf. Rm.
12:00 pm: Burmese Worship and
Karen Worship & Meeting

19 1:00 pm: Refugee

20

11:30 am: English
Tutoring, Maplewood Library;
1:00 pm: ABW Meeting &
Program, Classroom 3
1:00 pm: Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place; 7:00 pm: Vision
AA, SH; Gospel Spirits
Rehearsal, Sanc

21 News Deadline

22 11:30 English

23 News

10:30 am: Staff Meeting;
11:30 English Tutoring
Maplewood Library; 1:00
pm: Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place; 7:30 pm:
Chancel Choir

Tutoring Maplewood
Library; 1:00 pm:
Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place

Mailed

9:30 AM: Kitchen
Clean-Up &
Organizing.

25 10:00 am: Worship for all &
Sunday School. 11:15: Fellowship;
FLU SHOTS WILL BE AVAILABLE
During Fellowship Time & After.
11:45: Adult Education, Conf. Rm.
12:00: Burmese Worship and
Karen Worship

26 1:00 pm: Refugee
Outreach, Mary’s Place;
4:30 Tutoring, SH; 7:30 pm:
Invitation and Welcome,
Conf. Rm.

27 11:30 am: English
Tutoring, Maplewood Library;
1:00 pm: Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place; 7:00 pm: Vision
AA, SH; Gospel Spirits
Rehearsal, Sanc

28 10:30 am: Staff
Meeting; 11:30 English
Tutoring Maplewood Library;
1:00 pm: Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place; 7:30 pm:
Chancel Choir

29 11:30 English

30

31 9:00 am Church

7:00 pm: VCC Meeting,
Conf. Rm.

Outreach, Mary’s Place
4:30 pm: Tutoring, SH
7:00 pm: Resource Support,
Conf. Rm;; Nurture and
Care, Classroom 3

9

Tutoring Maplewood
Library; 1:00 pm:
Refugee Outreach,
Mary’s Place

2:00 pm: Youth
Council Meeting.

Karen Meeting
continues, SH and
Sanctuary.

.

6:30 pm

24

ean-Up
Clean-up

10

